OUTSIDE EDGE
THE POSHEST PIECES FOR AN ALFRESCO LIFE

A LOOK THAT COOKS
MARTYN LAWRENCE BULLARD’S STUNNING OUTDOOR KITCHEN
We’ve sussed out the chicest all-weather furniture, top area landscaping pros, enviable backyards and more in this guide to living your best life under the sun.

By the editors
AN ENVIEABLE OUTDOOR KITCHEN IN LOS ANGELES

What's cooking, or more notably, who's cooking in this covetable open-air kitchen? None other than award-winning interior designer Martyn Lawrence Bullard. The most recent addition to Bullard's expansive eclectic Hollywood Hills haven, it includes the latest professional outdoor kitchenware from Lynx (lynxgrills.com): an All Trident grill with a rotisserie ($6,489) and a Napoli outdoor oven ($4,539), plus a power burner, a refrigerator, a warming drawer and plenty of prep space. Surprisingly, the designer—who entertains regularly but wryly admits that his talent is more curatorial than culinary—is so enthralled with his new gear that he's picking up the tongs himself. "I've always been slightly scared of barbecuing, but using my new grill has made me suddenly love and embrace it," says Bullard. "And it just looks amazing, it's so streamlined and it lights up in the most appealing way." The creative is also trying his hand at mastering his Napoli outdoor stone oven. "I think it's the greatest: unobtrusive, attractive, and it creates the most delicious pizzas with the least amount of fuss," he says. Of course, when his plein air appliances aren't turning out treats, Bullard's found other uses for them, too. "Secret tip: My warming drawer is actually used to keep my pool towels cozy for late-night swims," he laughs.